Alpha Krav Maga Compound Class Schedule
Boxing:

Students run through current training and conditioning regimens used by
professional boxers and MMA fighters. This class emphasizes work with
punch focus mitts, heavy bags, trained footwork, movement and sparring.

Brazilian Jiu Jitsu:

A Martial art, combat sport, and self-defense system that focuses on grappling, especially
ground fighting. Students learn to apply leverage and proper technique-most notably by
applying joint-locks and chokeholds. Whether you have never heard of BJJ or you are quite an experienced
practitioner, there is so much valuable knowledge to be gained by spending time on the mat!

(**No Gi)

Core Bag 30:

Only have time for a short workout? This class is designed with you in mind.
Enjoy 30 minutes of intense core training mixed with a heavy bag workout.

Core Bag:

Students focus on Intense core training mixed with a heavy bag workout.

Family Class:

A fun class designed for the entire family, come learn effective strategies the whole family can
apply in case of an emergency. We believe a family that kicks together, stays together!

Intro to Fight:

Intimidated by the thought of fighting? This class is designed to build your confidence in fighting
with a step-by-step, methodical, non-intimidating curriculum. Learn a variety of essential strikes, blocks,
and movements developed for Krav Maga street fighting.

KO Bag:

Whether or not you want to refine your Krav Maga techniques, or just need to blow off steam, this class
combines elements of functional strength training, dynamic flexibility, and heavy bag work through
repetition, drills and combinations on the bag.

Muay Thai/Kickboxing:

Run through the training and conditioning of professional kick boxers. In this class students use Thai
pads, focus mitts, and heavy bags to master trained movements, proper footwork and sparring. All
experience levels are welcome to participate!

Weapons Defense:

A relevant class for all adults, learn advanced techniques involving defenses against armed assailants
and weapons such as guns, sticks, knives, and more.

Yoga:

Open up your body through yin and Yang-style stretching. This class is designed to increase hip, hamstring,
shoulder and back mobility, improve flexibility, reduce muscle resistance and increase strength. It is the
perfect class to round out our more explosive training.

x-fit:

A fat burning, six-pack inducing, high intensity workout. Using body weight exercises, plyo boxes, medicine
balls, kettle bells, dumbbells, pull-up bars, TRX bands and most importantly the heart!

Krav MagA

The goal of krav maga is to help develop the ability to quickly and efficiently defend against any
conceivable threat to you, a friend, or family member. attain the ability to perform realistic defenses
against a variety of attacks, whether the assailant is armed or unarmed

